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DESPATCH FROM WILLIAM MUNDAY, REPRESENTING THE COMBINED PRESS

Salerno Bridgehead, Sept, 19,

Severe fighting between the Italians and German troops is taking place in Naples

according to reports reaching here. Many Italian officers and troops are reported
being executed by the Germans for their "Unco-operative attitude". Many civilians

also have been shot. In retaliation and in selfdefence Italian troops who have been

able to retain their arms are said to be fighting pitched battles among the ruins

of those parts of the city flattened by Allied bombing before the armistice. There

\>s more fighting among houses elsewhere, sniping and even hand to hand encounters in

•which civilians, using stones and their fists, are taking part.

Cholera and typhus are also reported to have broken cut in Naples, the former as

a direct result of smashing the city’s "water supply and sewerage system.

From all areas south of Naples still held by the Germans stories come of their

strong arm methods, German troops, in contrast 'with previous strict discipline imposed

upon them in Italy, appear to hare been given a free hand now to mistreat Italians, even

to kill as they wish*

In the Salerno area the Germans lost any sympathy the Italians had for them by the

public execution of General Gonzaga, "who commanded the Italian coast defences in the

Gulf of Salerno, He was very popular among his men and locally. The Germans sentenced

him summarily for "Unco-operation".

This murder contributed to ill feeling between the German and Italian soldiers 'which

is resulting in many clashes between them behind the German lines. 11l feeling 'was

,armed into active hatred by the Germans looting food from villages and farms because

f the failure of their own supplies.

Ifhile these clashes are taking place, however, reports are also being received of

Italian support for Germans further north. Every moment the Allied advance northward

is delayed is dangerous for the time it gives to Mussolini and his Fascist diehards to

organise elements of Italians to aid the Germans, These include anti-Royalists,
fanatical Fascists, careerist adventurers, and any others who can be misled by

propaganda and misinformation being hurled at them now by the fallen Duce, and Nazis,

That there are Fascists still ready to do what Mussolini bids -was shown today

•when the British 'were told that two Fascists were preparing to leave Amalfi, about

ten miles along the coast north of Salerno, Amalfi is a strorghold of rich Fascists

and other rich Neapolitans, 'who came to live there in beautiful villas to escape

Allied bombings of Naples. A British officer found two Italians in a car loaded with

petrol and documents ready to leave for Rome. ¥hen he told them they could not go

they protested in surprise: "But II Duce has just broadcast an order to all Fascist

leaders to report to Rome", They went to goal instead.

An unfortunate feature of the armistice, t00,.-was that because of the inevitable

difficulties caused by the presence of Germans in Italy news of it did not reach large

sections of the Italian population, including many units of the army. News spread

rapidly, of course, but still there are many Italians who do not know the terms of.

the armistice. Many, too, have had to submit to Germans whether they like it or

not - most of them have had to pretend they liked it, Italian soldiers are being

shanghaied, given armbands with Swastika badges to wear, and marched under guard to

the front to work as labour corps and in other support roles for German forces.
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